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 I have a farm of 60 computers, all running ubuntu 10.04 server (32-bit). My goal is to use a single software that will run on all of them and update the software remotely. I started looking at a solution that would run on each computer locally, but then I thought of a solution that would update and install to each computer remotely (I found a very good solution here: As I was going through the updates, I
found a software that was advertised as a solution for a specific problem that I have ( When I installed the software on ubuntu, the files looked like this: /opt/fundy-designer/bin /opt/fundy-designer/share /opt/fundy-designer/src /opt/fundy-designer/etc /opt/fundy-designer/data /opt/fundy-designer/db /opt/fundy-designer/init.d /opt/fundy-designer/tests /opt/fundy-designer/testdata Is there any particular

reason why this software is using /opt and /opt/ instead of /usr? Can I just remove everything except for /opt/fundy-designer/bin? A: To answer my own question: No. When installing the software, you need to specify where you want to store the files. For example, if you want to install the software into the home directory, you would use the following command: sudo dpkg -i
/home/your_username/Downloads/fundy-designer_0.6.3.deb And for the software to work you need to place the files in the directory that you specified. /opt is a directory that belongs to root, that is, the administrator of the computer, and is usually reserved for software that is system-wide. You can use /usr to place the files and the software will work on any computer on the network. /opt/fundy-

designer is just a special directory that can be used to 82157476af
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